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About This Game
Experience the crazy Roller Coaster ride in Cave Depths. This 3D roller coaster will blow your mind with an exciting
environment with more than 2 min ride. We have an inter 5d3b920ae0

Title: VR Roller Coaster - Cave Depths
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual
Developer:
ARLOOPA Inc.
Publisher:
ARLOOPA Inc.
Release Date: 21 Nov, 2017

Minimum:
OS: MS Windows 7, 8, 8.1, 10
Processor: Intel Core i5 3340 or AMD equivalent
Memory: 4 GB RA
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Just one roller coaster. Not that intensive and the only place where you "can choose" the direction doesn't work. It's cheap but
not even worth the one euro. Had a demo that had 3 tracks and all of them were better.. Unlike Rift Coaster or Dream Coaster
which had constant immersion destroying judder and choppy performance, VR Roller Coaster - Cave Depths provides a smooth
as silk experience with great stereoscopic 3D. You can smoothly look all around while riding this. If you like roller coasters, real
or virtual, you won't be disapointed.. The little coaster that could. Iu2019ll admit I bought it on sale because of the negative
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reviews, but itu2019s actually a fun little coaster that plays well on the Rift. It seems your left trigger starts the ride, which
includes the snowy mountains and some nice cave adventures for a ride of around four minutes. I donu2019t think the choose
your path function works so maybe it needs fixed, but even with just the fairy cave path itu2019s clearly a game the dev loved
and cared about and not just a clone of other coasters Iu2019ve ridden.. Unlike Rift Coaster or Dream Coaster which had
constant immersion destroying judder and choppy performance, VR Roller Coaster - Cave Depths provides a smooth as silk
experience with great stereoscopic 3D. You can smoothly look all around while riding this. If you like roller coasters, real or
virtual, you won't be disapointed.. Just one roller coaster. Not that intensive and the only place where you "can choose" the
direction doesn't work. It's cheap but not even worth the one euro. Had a demo that had 3 tracks and all of them were better..
The little coaster that could. Iu2019ll admit I bought it on sale because of the negative reviews, but itu2019s actually a fun little
coaster that plays well on the Rift. It seems your left trigger starts the ride, which includes the snowy mountains and some nice
cave adventures for a ride of around four minutes. I donu2019t think the choose your path function works so maybe it needs
fixed, but even with just the fairy cave path itu2019s clearly a game the dev loved and cared about and not just a clone of other
coasters Iu2019ve ridden.. I could pick this apart, but. it's one US dollar. It's an amateur effort by an amateur developer that
comes off pretty well. My 9 year old daughter rated it "really good" and since she was the one I got it for, that's about the best
you can ask.
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